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A  GLOBAL EXISTENCE THEOREM  FOR A
NONAUTONOMOUS  DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION  IN A BANACH SPACE

DAVID  LOWELL  LOVELADY  AND  ROBERT  H.   MARTIN,  JR.

Abstract. Suppose that X is a real or complex Banach space

and that A is a continuous function from [0, < ) x X into X.

Suppose also that there is a continuous real valued function n defined

on [0, oo) such that A(t, ■) — p(t)I is dissipative for each t in [0, cc).

In this note we show that, for each z in X, there is a unique dif-

ferentiate function u from [0, cc) into X such that u(0) = z and

u'(t)=A(t, u(t)) for all t in [0, oo). This is an improvement of

previous results on this problem which require additional conditions

on A.

Let X be a real or complex Banach space and let |-| denote the norm on

X. It is the purpose of this note to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Suppose that A is a continuous function from [0, oo) x X into

X and that p is a continuous real-valued function on [0, ~j ). Suppose also that

(1) \x - y - h[A(t, x) - A(t, y)]\ ^ (1 - hp(t)) \x - y\

for each (t,x,y)in [0, oo)x Xx X and h>Q. Then for each z in X there is a

unique continuously different ¡able function u,from [0, oo) into X such that

(2) iU0) = z   and

(3) u':(t) = A(t,uXt))

for all t in [0, oo).

Condition (1) of the theorem implies that, for each / in [0, oo), the

function x—*A(t. x) — p(t)x is dissipative on X. Also, if m_[x,y]=

\irnh-,o-A\x+hy\ — \x\)lh for each (x,y) in XxX, then condition (1) is

easily seen to be equivalent to requiring that the inequality

(4) m [x - y, A(t, x) - A(t, y)] = p(t) \x - >>|

is valid for all (t, x,y) in [0, oo)x Xx X.
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Local existence and uniqueness of functions uz satisfying (2) and (3)

follows from D. 1 l.ovelady [5]. Under supplementary assumptions on A,

results analogous to those of the above theorem have been proved by

several authors (R. H. Martin [6], A independent of/. J. V. Herod [3]

and G. F. Webb [8], A bounded on bounded subsets of [0, oo)xJi; and

G. F. Webb [9] and R. H. Martin [7], A(t, ■) satisfying an equicontinuity

condition for t in bounded subsets of [0, oo)). The main point of this note

is to show that global existence is assured without any additional assump-

tions. Our approach is different from those of the above cited results. In

essence, we use a recent result of G. F. Webb [10] to show that the zero

function is in the range of the operator which maps continuously dif-

ferentiable A'-valued functions u on [0, co) into the A'-valued function/

on [0, oo) given by f(t)=u'(t)-A(t, u(t)).

For the proof of the theorem, note that it suffices to show that for each

b>0 there is a function u, satisfying (2) and (3) for all t in [0, b]. Also, it is

convenient to record the following elementary properties of the function

m :

(5) m [ax, ßy] — ßm [x,y]   for x, y e X and «, ß > 0;

and

(6) /;; [x, y + Xx] = m_ \x, y] + X \x\    for x, y e X and X real.

The following three lemmas are needed for the proof of the theorem. We

assume that the suppositions of the theorem are fulfilled, that b is a positive

number, and that }'=max{p(r)+l :t e [0, b]}. Also, define

(7) Bit, x) = e~yiA(t, eytx) - yx   for (r, x) e [0, oo) x X.

The first lemma is immediate from the definition of P..

Lemma 1. The function B defined by (7) is continuous on [0, oo) X X, and

there is a function uz satisfying (2) and (3) for t in [0, b] if and only if there

is a function r from [0, b] into X satisfying t>2(0)=z and v'z(t)=B(t, vz(t))

for each t in [0. b]. Also, in this case, uz(t)=eytvz(t)for all t in [0, b].

Now let % denote the Banach space of all continuous functions/from

(-co, b\ into A-with lim, . _«, |/(/)|=0and ||/|| =max{|/(/)| :te(- co, b]}.

Lemma 2. Suppose that D(L)={fe if:/' e T\ and that L[f]= -f for
each f in D(L). Then L is the generator of a strongly continuous linear

contraction semigroup on [0, oo).

Indication of prooi . Il is straightforward to see that L is a closed,

densely defined linear operator on % (the fact that I. is closed follows

from [2, (8.6.4), p  158]), for example, and to see that D(L) is dense; note
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the set of functions g where g(t)=P~xf(s) ds,/continuous with compact

support, are in D(L) and are dense in %'. Now suppose that X>0 and g is

in V. Define f(t)=-e~u ¡t_aae>sg(s)ds for each t in (-co, b]. Then

|/(0I£«-*! j"!«, eis\g(s)\ds; so/e^ (apply L'Hospital's Rule). Further-

more, /is differentiable and/' = — g—Xf; so/e D(L) and (L—XI)[f]=g
(where / is the identity mapping on W). It now follows that X is in the

resolvent of L and, if g is in <£,

||(I - A/rHgltl Ú maxje-^J' eXs \g(s)\ ds:t 6 (-co, ¿,]j

^ ||g|| maxie"" J"' e*'ds:t e(-oo, />]) = ||g|| r1.

Thus L satisfies each of the conditions of the Hille-Yosida Theorem (see

e.g. [4, Corollary, p. 363]), and the assertion of the lemma is true.

Lemma 3. Let B be as in (7) and for each f in % define the X-valued

function G[f] on (-co, b] by G[f](t)=B(t,f(t)) ift e [0, b] andG[f](t)=
etB(0J(t)) + (et- l)/(r) ift e (-co, 0). Then G maps <6 into <€, G is con-

tinuous on t?, and the inequality

II/- g - h(G[f] - G[g})\\ = (1 + //) ||/- g\\

is valid for each of fand g in '¡f and h>0.

Indication of proof. Note first that G[f] is continuous on (— oo, b].

Since lim,., «, B(0,f(t))=B(0, 0), it easily follows that G[f]e%; so G
maps # into %'. Using the fact that the range of a member/oft? is a com-

pact subset of X, for each e>0 one can find a ó>0 such that if (t, x) e

[0, ¿>] x * with \f(t)-x\^ô, then \B(t, x)-B(t,f(t))\<e, and if (t,x)e
(-oo,0)xJf with |/(,)-.y| = <), then \B(0, x)-B(0,f(t))\^e. The con-

tinuity of G is now easily established. Now let/and g be in if. Lfsing (4),

(5), (6) and the definitions of G" and B, we have that if t^.0,

m_[/(i) - g(i), G[f](t) - G[g](t)]

= «U/(0 - g(t), e-*A(t, e'ftO) - e'^t, e"g(t))} - y \f(t) - g(t)\

= e-*mJle"f(t) - e^g(t), A(t, e"f(t)) - A(t, e;"g(i))] - y \f(t) - g(r)|

= e-"V(0 |«T,/(0 - e^g(t)\ - y |/(0 - g(t)\

= (p0) - y) 1/(0 - g(0l ̂  -1/(0 - g(0l,

by the definition of y. Similarly, if r<0.

«-1/(0 - g(0, C[/](0 - G[g](0]
= m_[/(t) - g(t), e'B(0,/(0) - e'B(0, g(0)] + (e* - 1) 1/(0 - g(0l

< e'(P(0) - yl |/(0 - g(0l + ie' - 1) 1/(0 - g(0| £ -1/(0 - g(0l-
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Thus,

(8) m_[f(t) - g(t), G[f](t) - G[g](t)] ̂  - |/(f) - g(t)\

for ail t e (— oo, b]. The inequality (8) is easily seen to imply that

(9) 1/(0 - g{t) - h(G[f)(t, - G[g](t))\ l> (1 + h) |/(0 - g(t)\

for all re (—00,6] and /t>0. The final assertion of this lemma now

follows by taking the supremum for t in (—oo,b] of each side of the

inequality (9).

Proof of Theorem. Let g be a member of <€ and define M[f] =

L[f] + G[f]—g for each/in D(L). Using Lemmas 2 and 3, we can apply

Theorem II of G. F. Webb [10] to show that M is the generator of a

strongly continuous nonlinear semigroup {U(t):t e [0, co)} which satisfies

llcWi-WJ^-'ll/t-^II for ah (i,/i,/2)in [0, oo)xifx<r. Thus,
for each t >0. U(t) has a unique fixed point in #', and since U(t) and U(s)

commute, there is a unique/ in '€ such that U(t)fg—fg for all /^0. Thus

/ e D(L) and

M[/J=limr1[l/(i)/9-/9] = 0.
t->0J

It now follows that

(10) L[fi] + G[fi] = g.

Now let z be in A'and define h{t)=c*z+te' [.8(0, z)—z] for each / in (— co,¿>].

Then h e &, /,(0)=z. /V(0)=ß(0, z). and lim,... x AY/)=0. Hence if^(/)=0

for r g [0, b), and #(0= -/V(0+<7[/i](0 for /<0, then g e if. If/ is as in
(10), then

(in r;(t) = gum = ß«./„(0) if<e [o, h

and

(12) -fg(t) + G[f„](t) = ~h'(t) + G[h](t)    ifre(-cc,0].

Now (12) implies that fg(t) = h(t) for all t in (-co„0], for if /»(/)=

1/(0—A(0l f°r ' e (—°o. 0], thenp has a left derivative on (-co, 0] and

p'Jt)=m.\fgU) -h(t),fg(t)-h\t)] (see Coppel [1, p. 3]). Thus, by (8) and

(12),

p'(t) - m [fit) - h(t), G[fg](t) - G[h)(t)] ̂ -pit) :2 0;

so p is nonincreasing and, since lim¡_»_a /?(0=0, it follows that/)(r)=0

for all / e ( - x., 0]. In particular/(0)=/.(0)=z, and by (11) and Lemma 1

the function « defined on [0, b] by uzit)=e'tfgit) satisfies (2) and (3) for

t in [0, b). Since b can be any positive number, the assertions of the

Theorem are seen to be true.
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